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President’s Message

  With the continuing 
implementation in 2013 
of the Patient Protection 
and Affordable Care Act 
(PPACA), more familiarly 
known as “Obamacare,” it 
is safe to say that within the 

world of insurance, workers compensation took a 
virtual back seat.  While this may be true, there are 
numerous potential indirect effects that will gradually 
be seen over time which the industry should take note 
of in preparing for the future.  For example, greater 
access to health insurance coverage should lead to a 
healthier population which translates to a healthier 
workforce that may in turn lead to a reduction in 
claim frequency and a greater ability to recover from 
workplace injuries.  The complexity of the workers 
compensation system may also encourage workers to 
file for health care benefits when they have the option, 
possibly helping to lessen the burden of medical 
costs within the system going forward.  On the other 
hand, with additional insureds in the system, limited 
medical resources could be strained even further, 
resulting possibly in delays in obtaining doctor 
appointments and an increase in injury durations.  
The increase in the demand for medical services could 
also ultimately lead to an increase in medical costs.  

 While it may be difficult to project the effect 
on workers compensation costs as a result of the 
PPACA, the possible expiration, in December of 2014, 
of  the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (TRIA) could 
raise significantly the price of workers compensation 

insurance or impact its availability for certain high 
risk areas.   The Rating Board and its membership 
were particularly mindful of this situation during 
the past year and have worked to educate others on 
the cost implications associated with the coverage 
expiration.  

  On the state level, it is evident that 
legislation in 2013 redefining the assessment process 
and closing the long standing Reopened Case Fund 
would have its impact on the system and require, as 
well, many meaningful discussions between the state 
regulators, the Workers’ Compensation Board and the 
Rating Board to arrive at a clear path for all to follow.  
Although this reform resulted in a reduction in the 
assessment rate, the continued growth of medical 
severity and the transfer of liability from the Fund 
led to the approval by the Department of Financial 
Services (DFS) of a +9.5% loss cost level increase 
effective October 1, 2013.  

 At the Rating Board, we continued in 2013 to 
update our operating system and provide summarized 
data, as well, to others seeking answers to the 
questions raised regarding the nature and direction of 
system costs  while, at the same time, making certain 
that there are security measures in place to protect and 
preserve the data delivered.  

 I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all of the individuals, both within and outside 
of the Rating Board, who have helped us to fulfill 
our mission this year and have recognized the 
organization’s  service to the industry as we proudly 
enter our 100th year of doing business in the state of 
New York.  

Sincerely, 

Monte Almer   
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From Left To Right

Ziv Kimmel, Vice President & Chief Actuary

Vincent Licause, Vice President - Finance & Administration 

Lucy DeCaro, Vice President - Operations

Monte Almer, President

William Taylor, Vice President - Underwriting & Field Services

Mitchell Tenzer,  Chief Information Officer 
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Mission stateMent 

 To be the primary resource and authority for workers               
compensation insurance in the state of New York by providing                      
professional services and technical expertise through the use of state 
of the art technology in the development of high quality products and 
information that meet the needs of the insurance industry, as well 
as employers, government agencies and all others involved with the 
workers compensation system.  
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NYCIRB

“In some ways, with the security challenges the country 
has faced, we have had to put in rules and regulations for 
business to be able to sustain their growth and create jobs.” 

      Wayne Allard 
      Former U.S. Senator 
      State of Colorado
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RegulatoRy Filings
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LOSS COST FILING

 On May 14, 2013, the Rating Board, with the approval of the Board of Governors, submitted 
its annual loss cost filing to the New York State Department of Financial Services for approval with a 
proposed effective date of October 1, 2013.  This filing was comprised of an experience indication of 
+16.1%, a trend factor of -2.6%, a +5.4% impact due to legislative and regulatory changes and a -1.4% 
change in loss adjustment expenses.  The filing also included no change in the charges for terrorism 
and natural disasters and catastrophic industrial accidents.  The total indicated loss cost level change 
requested in the 2013 filing was an average increase in loss costs of 16.9% for new and renewal policies.  
In addition, the filing proposed an increase in loss costs of 4.5% for outstanding policies, to reflect the 
closing of the Fund for Reopened Cases in 2014.  

 

 The initial filing document was subsequently supplemented by submissions of revised 
experience rating factors, an update to the percentage charge for USL&HW exposure for non-F classes 
and indicated loss cost changes for volunteer firefighters and ambulance workers. Additional actuarial 
data was also submitted to the Department in response to a request for supplementary information. 
This data included accident year experience, a detailed analysis of paid loss development patterns, as 
well as loss cost level indications that were calculated on the basis of the accident year and the paid loss 
information.

 

 The New York Workers’ Compensation Law requires the Superintendent of Financial Services 
to hold a public hearing if a rate service organization submits a loss cost filing for workers compensation 
that is an increase of seven percent or more over the approved loss costs from the prior year.  Since 
the Rating Board’s filing was greater than the statutory threshold, the Superintendent scheduled a 
public hearing on June 25, 2013 to consider the proposed loss cost filing.  At the hearing, the Rating 
Board provided expert testimony in support of the requested increase, and other interested parties also 
testified regarding specific elements of the filing.

 The Department issued its Opinion and Decision on July 11, 2013 disapproving the requested 
increase of 16.9%, and indicating that an increase in loss costs by no more than 9.5% would be acceptable.  
The 9.5% indication was based on an alternative set of assumptions described in the Order and Decision, 
including a revised percentage of losses assumed to reflect the duration caps on permanent partial 
non-scheduled (NS-PPD) claims introduced as part of the 2007 reforms, a change in the assumption 
underlying the reflection of the Special Disability Fund in the historical experience, and the assumption, 
as well, of a faster pace of classification of NS-PPD claims.  The Order and Decision document also 
indicated that no change would apply to outstanding policies.
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 On July 12, 2013 the Rating Board, with the approval of the Board of Governors, submitted 
an amended filing reflecting the alternate set of assumptions described in the Order and Decision 
document, proposing an average increase in loss costs of 9.5%.  On July 15, the Department of Financial 
Services issued an amended Opinion and Decision, approving the Rating Board’s amended filing, 
effective October 1, 2013.

 The approved loss costs, together with the application of Department approved carrier loss 
cost multipliers, established the classification rates for each carrier as of  October 1, 2013.

 As a result of the revised New York State Assessment process included in the enacted 
2013 Budget Bill, an additional filing was made on October 9, 2013 to revise loss costs for several 
classifications.  This change was necessary since loss costs for certain classifications were dependent on 
the New York State Assessment Rate.  The calculation of loss costs for these classes had to be revised to 
remove the effect of the NY State Assessment because the assessment, in accordance with the new law, 
was no longer to be considered premium. This filing resulted in revised loss costs for 24 classifications, 
and a revised percentage charge for USL&HW exposure for non-F classes.  There was no impact on 
the overall loss cost level in the State as a result of this filing.  The Department approved this filing on 
November 1, 2013, with an effective date of January 1, 2014.

New York ratiNg PlaNs & statistical PlaN 
 

 A filing to amend the New York Retrospective Rating Plan Manual to incorporate revised excess 
loss pure premium factors, state hazard group relativities and retrospective rating development factors 
was made in 2013 and approved with an effective date of April 1, 2014.  This change will ensure that these 
factors are kept current with respect to future inflationary effects on claim costs in the establishment of 
retrospective premiums. 

 A filing to revise the primary/excess split point used in the Experience Rating Modification 
formula from $5,000 to $10,000 was approved with an effective date of October 1, 2013.  The approved 
filing also included a change in the formula for the maximum modification factor.
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REGULATORY FILINGS  APPROVED – 2013

New York Workers Compensation and Employers Liability Manual:

Item Description Summary
 

RC Bulletin # 
and Date 

Carrier Test Audit 
Performance Program

Administrative Procedure 
Update  

Effective October 1, 2013

RC-2325 

02/11/13   

Board Approval Codes 
Clarifications for Code 7231 and 
addition of Code 8039 to the list. 

Effective April 1, 2013

RC-2327

03/12/13   

Classification Code 5057 
Clarifying language on ‘Iron or 
Steel Erection NOC,’ Code 5057. 

Issued April 1, 2013

RC-2328 

03/12/13   

Letter of Authority Updated ‘Letter of Authority’ 
instructions.  Issued April 1, 2013

RC-2329 
03/18/13

WC Policy Forms – 
Numerical References

Form number clarification for 
Standard, Volunteer Firefighter 

and Volunteer Ambulance policies 
Issued April 1, 2013  

RC-2330  
03/18/13   

New York Construction 
Classification Premium 
Adjustment Program 

Updates  to Average Hourly Wage 
Table and Endorsement 

Effective October 1, 2013

RC-2339  
07/31/13
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Item Description Summary
 

RC Bulletin # 
and Date 

Discontinued 
Classification Codes  
& Revised Loss Cost 
Transition Program 

Discontinuance of fifteen 
classification codes in conjunction 

with new procedures for Loss 
Cost Transition Program 

Effective October 1, 2013

RC-2340  
08/01/13   

Uninsured 
Subcontractors and 
Individuals

Updated classification procedures 
for Uninsured Subcontractors 

and Individuals

Effective August 1, 2013 

RC-2344 
08/09/13   

Premium Determination 
for Executive Officers – 
Construction Industry

Clarification on the premium 
determination for Executive 

Officers subject to construction 
industry classifications

Issued August 1, 2013

RC-2345  
08/09/13   

Notification 
Endorsement of Pending 
Law Change to TRIPRA 
Act of 2007 

Endorsement provided to notify 
policyholders of the impending 

expiration of TRIPRA on 
12/31/14

Effective January 1, 2014

RC-2347  
08/23/13   

New York State 
Assessment 

Manual revisions necessary to 
adjust for Administration of New 

York State Assessment by NYS 
Workers’ Compensation Board

Effective January 1, 2014 

RC-2349 
10/28/13
RC-2351 

11/01/13
RC-2352

11/05/13
RC-2353 

11/18/13
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“In effect, to follow, not to force the public inclination; to give a 
direction, a form, a technical dress, and a specific sanction, to the 
general sense of the community, is the true end of legislature.” 

      Edmund Burke
      Statesman
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legislation
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New York legislatioN 
 The following two bills, sections of which pertain to workers compensation were introduced and 
enacted during the 2013 legislative session. 

Governor’s Budget Bill - Key Sections Pertaining to Workers Compensation

1) Revises the New York State Assessment process to create a single assessment to be administered 
by the Workers’ Compensation Board effective on January 1, 2014. 

2) Closes the Fund for Reopened Cases (25-A Fund) effective January 1, 2014 in that no transfer of 
liability to the fund will be accepted on or after January 1, 2014.    

3) Increases the minimum weekly benefit from $100 to $150 for temporary or permanent disability 
awards.

4) Authorizes the Dormitory Authority to issue up to $900 million in bonds as part of the self-insured 
bond financing agreement to cover the costs of the defaulted group self-insurers trusts.  

5) Requires the NYCIRB, upon request, to provide data necessary for the WCB and DFS that are 
essential to the effectiveness of the new assessment process and improves the effectiveness of the 
workers compensation system. 

Effective (March 28, 2013)     (Chapter 5, Laws of 2013)
 (unless otherwise noted) 

Rescue, Recovery & Cleanup At World Trade Center

Addresses limitations in existing disability provisions to protect public employees who suffered 
injuries or illnesses in WTC rescue, recovery and cleanup operations.  

Effective November 13, 2013     (Chapter 489, Laws of 2013) 

Federal legislatioN

 On January 10, 2013, President Obama signed the final version of the SMART ACT (H.R. 1845) 
which overhauls the Medicare Secondary Payer Program by accelerating the processing of Medicare 
conditional payment reimbursement in liability and workers compensation settlements by decreasing 
the bureaucratic delays. 

 In addition, the Board staff continues to monitor developments at the federal level which may 
impact the workers compensation system.  Those developments include the Federal Insurance Office 
(FIO), who recently issued a report on Federal vs. State Regulation, the pending expiration at the end of 
2014 of the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (TRIA), and the possible effects of the Affordable Care Act on 
the Workers Compensation system.   
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New York 
workers comPeNsatioN

2013 review 
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claim FrequeNcY aNd claim cost

 Workers compensation financial data available in 2013 showed that the long-term trend of decreasing 
lost-time claim frequency resumed in 2011 after the claim frequency level increased in 2010.  Claims costs, on 
the other hand, continue to increase, albeit at a decreasing rate. 

 The observed New York lost-time (indemnity) claim frequency showed a consistent downward 
trend through 2005, followed by a flat trend through Policy Year 2007, with a decrease observed in 2008.  
Frequency was relatively flat in Policy Year 2009 before increasing significantly in Policy Year 2010 for the 
first time in several years. Frequency then decreased significantly in 2011, and the resulting projection is for 
a slightly decreasing frequency trend going forward.  Studies suggest that, during economic recessions and 
recoveries, claim frequency may fluctuate due to changes in the mix of employees in the job market.    This 
would explain the decrease in frequency in 2008, as the economy went into “the great recession,” as well as 
the increases that are observed as the economy entered a recovery.  Other factors, such as the increases in 
the maximum weekly benefits that were implemented as part of the 2007 legislation, may also put upward 
pressure on claim frequency. The observed frequency trend in New York is consistent with countrywide 
results.  

 

 

 Claim costs in New York were projected to continue rising in 2013 for both indemnity and medical 
payments.  Prescription drug costs continue to represent a significant portion of overall medical expenses.  
Utilization of medical services and the increasing use of new and costly technology in the medical field 
continue to drive these costs higher for workers compensation.  The implementation of Medical Treatment 
Guidelines in December of 2010, and the subsequent modifications of these guidelines may result in some 
savings in medical costs by reducing some of the utilization of medical services.  However, most medical 
services that are rendered in accordance with the guidelines, do not require payer authorization, and that 
may offset some of the savings.  Expenses associated with the implementation of the guidelines, as well as 
handling requests for variance from the guidelines, and changes to the medical fee schedules (also effective 
in December 2010) may also offset some of the expected savings in overall medical costs. 
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 Indemnity claim costs, after reflecting the quantifiable impacts of the 2007 reforms, are projected 
to continue to rise, but at a slower pace than the projected increase in medical costs. Preliminary reports 
on the effectiveness of the Medical Treatment Guidelines indicate that they are starting to work in many 
sectors, which should help to control indemnity costs by way of better outcomes for injured employees. 
Guidelines for Permanent Impairment and Loss of Earning Capacity were implemented on January 
1, 2012.  This, combined with procedural changes implemented by the WCB in 2013, may result in a 
decrease in the lag to Permanent Partial Disability Classification, which might also mitigate some of the 
increase in indemnity costs over time.
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iNdemNitY vs. medical

 The relationship between indemnity and medical costs has changed as a result of the 2007 reforms.  
Indemnity costs are estimated to now represent approximately 55% of the total workers compensation 
claim costs in New York.  Prior to the reforms, indemnity costs represented well over 60% of overall 
system costs

   

uNderwritiNg results

 On a calendar year basis, carriers, on average, continued to experience an overall underwriting 
loss for New York workers compensation business. The combined ratio in 2012 deteriorated relative to 
2011, but is still below the combined ratio in 2010.  Significantly higher incurred losses, due largely to loss 
reserve increases, drove up the loss ratio. These loss ratio increases were mitigated by a higher premium 
level, driven largely by recent increases in the loss cost level. The economic recovery also helped to 
increase premium. There was little change to the expense ratio in 2012.
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Premium volume

 As expected, with the implementation of the reform and the associated reduction in rates in 2007, 
as well as an additional decrease in the loss cost level in October of 2008, direct earned premiums in 2008 
experienced a significant decrease compared to the prior years, which  saw a decade of steadily increasing 
premium volume. Despite loss cost level increases in 2009 and 2010, the economic downturn resulted 
in an additional premium decrease of over 3% in 2009 and virtually no change in 2010.  In 2011 and 
2012, however, the premium volume increased by 16% and 14%, respectively.  This was a result of higher 
approved loss costs in recent years, as well as the effects of the economic recovery.

 

market share

 The State Insurance Fund has historically been the largest writer of workers compensation in New 
York.  Although its share of the carrier market had been increasing slowly, but steadily, from 2000 through 
2005, the Fund’s market share decreased in 2006 to a level of 41%.  The market share remained flat through 
2008 and, in 2009, the Fund’s market share decreased by 2.9 percentage points to 38% of the total New 
York market.  Additional slight decreases in market share for the Fund are observed in both 2010 and 2011.  
These decreases may be partly attributed to the shift to the loss cost environment.  In 2012, however, the 
market share for the Fund increased significantly to 40%, a level not seen since 2008.  
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historical rate / loss cost chaNges

 From 1996 through 2008, there was a cumulative reduction in manual rate level of over 40%. 
These decreases were attributable mostly to various reforms enacted in 1996 and the 2007 reform 
legislation. Other reasons for the large decrease over this time period were improving experience and 
regulatory decisions with respect to the Rating Board’s annual rate filings. In 2009, 2010 and 2011, the 
increase in claim costs, as well as the continued increase in the maximum weekly benefits, resulted in 
three consecutive increases in the loss cost level.  In 2012, with claim frequency no longer exhibiting 
significant decreases and claim cost continuing to rise, an 11.5% increase was filed with the Department 
of Financial Services (DFS).  This filing was disapproved by the DFS and, therefore, loss cost levels did 
not change in 2012.  Because of further increases in claims costs and maximum weekly benefits, as well 
as the closing of the Fund for Reopened cases, the Rating Board filed for a 16.9% loss cost level increase  
2013.  The DFS subsequently approved a 9.5% increase to become effective on October 1, 2013. 
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loss cost multiPliers

 With the advent of loss costs in October 2008, individual carrier rate levels, in the form of loss 
cost multipliers, have, in effect, replaced deviations in the private carrier market.  Indicators of carrier 
pricing can be observed from the most recent approved loss cost multipliers, updated as of December 
2013. The average private carrier loss cost multiplier increased from 1.27 to 1.30.  The dispersion of 
multipliers around this average indicates that there continues to be substantial price competition at the 
current loss cost level.  

 Source:  New York State Department of Financial Services  (October 2013)       

summarY

 Loss cost adequacy continues in 2013 to be a key element for maintaining a healthy workers 
compensation market in New York. Changing claim frequency and severity trends, the 2007 reforms, 
specifically the increased maximum weekly benefits, adherence to the Medical Treatment Guidelines 
and the manner in which the Guidelines for Permanent Impairment and Loss of Earning Capacity 
are applied, as well as improvements in the efficiency of the benefit delivery system, will continue to 
impact system costs in the future.  These changes, the continuing nature of competition under the loss 
cost system, and the economic recovery will all be critical elements and contributors to the health of the 
overall workers compensation market in future years.
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         Board oF goverNors 

 The Board of Governors (BOG) reviewed and adopted the Rating Board’s proposed budget for 
the estimated expenses for 2014, as recommended by the Administration Committee.  The BOG then 
authorized the assessment for the expenses of the Rating Board on the member companies/carriers.  
The BOG also reviewed the proposed 2014 Budget for the Special Funds Conservation Committee 
(SFCC) and authorized the assessment of each carrier’s share on the membership.

 In addition to the above, the BOG authorized the submittal to the New York State Department 
of Financial Services (DFS) of a loss cost filing change of +16.9% on new and renewal business and 
a +4.5% (pro-rata) change on all outstanding business.  Subsequent to this filing, the BOG reviewed 
and authorized an amended filing  proposing a +9.5% loss cost change on new and renewal business 
with no change to outstanding policies, as recommended by the DFS.   

 The BOG also reviewed the effects of the workers compensation elements of the Governor’s 
Budget Bill and other proposed workers compensation bills, as evaluated by the staff, and 
recommended posting such evaluations on the Board’s website.  In this regard, the BOG also 
suggested the use of a legislative service by staff members in order to obtain quicker and easier 
access to information on any legislative activity. 

 In addition, the BOG reviewed and approved an amendment to Staff’s procedure for 
evaluating legislative proposals as well as a revised procedure for displaying financial information 

for BOG review at future meetings.  

 The BOG further reviewed the impact of recent legislation on the Special Funds Conservation 
Committee as well as changes in the New York State Assessment process which impact both the 
Workers’ Compensation Board and the Rating Board.  The latter included the recommendation for 
staff to make changes, as necessary, to the Board’s Manual rules pertaining to the Assessment. 

 The BOG also reviewed the Board’s best practices as they pertain to accounting procedures 
and the current Investment Policy Guidelines.  Finally, the BOG members reviewed and approved 
an Audit Charter prepared by the staff which will be used to form an Audit Committee to review the 
Board’s annual financial procedures.  
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There were two Underwriting Committee 
meetings held in 2013.  During the Spring 2013 Meeting, 
the Committee was asked to consider the Actuarial 
Committee’s recommendation to submit a filing to the 
Department of Financial Services (DFS) for a projected 
loss cost increase of 29.1% to be effective October 1, 2013.  
Following deliberation, the Committee decided to defer 
the decision to the Board of Governors.  

At the Spring 2013 Meeting, the Committee was 
also advised regarding the forthcoming changes in the 
New York State Assessment procedures as well as other 
changes in the law as a result of the enacted New York 
State Budget.  

In addition, the Committee was provided 
with an update on the Classification Relativity Review 
results. The Committee was advised that there were 
no classifications being combined or separated from an 
internal evaluation perspective, regarding experience.  
Although it was indicated that there remains a good 
number of codes with low credibility, which are 
candidates for code combining, at this time none were 
being combined as stricter scrutiny is being applied 
for when to combine or separate.  The Committee was 
reminded of the importance of this review, conducted 
by the Board’s Underwriting Department, in order to 
continually evaluate the trending and experience of a 
given class code as well as industry sectors.  

Following the Spring 2013 Meeting, the 
Committee was informed of the Actuarial Committee’s 
recommendation for changes in ELPPF’s, Retrospective 
Development Factors and Hazard Group Relativities.  
The Committee approved these changes via a ‘mail 
vote’ which led to a filing with the DFS and subsequent 
approval.   

At both Underwriting Committee Meetings, the 
Committee members had continued discussions about 
a Schedule Rating Program.  The discussion included 
consideration of refiling the proposed program with 
alternate parameters and definitions.  At the Fall 2013 
Meeting, the Committee was advised that ongoing 
discussions continue with the Department with the 
purpose of identifying current issues with the Program 
and what can be done to favor acceptability by the State 
of the Program.  
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During the Spring 2013 Meeting, two Classification Dispute Hearings were presented to the 
Committee.  The first dispute dealt with an employer who custom manufactures doors and windows. The 
insured argued against their current assignment of the Door/Window Manufacturing classification, since 
all of their work is customized, which they contend is more analogous to the Cabinetry codes.  The second 
dispute was regarding a Trade Association representing employers who contest that ‘service writers’ 
within the automobile repair industry should have a separate code established similar to that of the ‘Tire 
Sales’ classification.  In both instances, the Board staff clarified for the Committee the basis and rationale 
for the current classification assignments for these operations.  The Committee upheld the position of the 
Board’s recommendations in both cases.  

The Committee also approved various changes to the New York Workers Compensation and 
Employers Liability Manual, including as follows: Digest Section classification clarifications for Codes 
8018 ‘Wholesale Store - NOC’ and Code 1463 ‘Tar or Asphalt Distilling or Refining & Drivers’; corrected 
phraseology for Code 8021 ‘Meat and Fish Stores’; Digest and Classification updates for Code 8800 ‘Mailing 
and Addressing Companies’; and additional clarifications for procedures regarding ‘Board Approval 
Codes’.

Audit related issues were brought before the Committee at both the Spring and Fall 2013 Meetings. 
Following the Spring Meeting, the following changes were approved by the Committee: clarifying 
language for the maximum premium determination for Executive Officers under the Payroll Limitation 
Law; new language regarding the classification of subcontractors and individuals determined to be 
employees; and the adoption of NCCI language regarding whether funds provided to an employee for 
Health Insurance Coverage would be considered remuneration (imputed income). At the Fall Meeting, 
the following items were reviewed and approved by the Committee: change in the commencement of 
the audit start date; inclusion of Executive Officers when the client company is insured under a PEO 
policy; clarifying language on the ‘Entertainers’ payroll cap; revised language on the expense constant 
charged when changes occur on a multistate policy; new language for the Digest Section of the Manual 
regarding Volunteer remuneration, including Hospitals; and lastly, clarification that stock options are not 
to be included for remuneration purposes.  

Other topics discussed by the Committee in 2013 are as follows: procedures surrounding Large Risk 
Deductibles; development of the Manage Policy System for policy data reporting errors; reengineering of 
the NY WC & EL Manual for inclusion within the Digital Library; an update regarding active Classification 
Studies; procedural handling of the Short Rate Cancellation penalty; and review and tracking of specific 
legislation regarding carrier requirements for conducting physical audits on workers compensation 
policies within New York State.  
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 There were two regularly scheduled meetings 

and one teleconference meeting of the Actuarial 
Committee held in 2013.

 The  Committee reviewed and discussed in detail 
the methodology and data used in the calculation 
of the annual indicated loss cost change and 
recommended that a general loss cost revision, based 
on the experience of private carriers and The State 
Insurance Fund, as well as experience from large 
deductible policies, be filed effective  October 1, 2013.  
Included in this recommendation was a continuing 
affirmation of the previous pricing methodology for 
incorporating the effects of the 2007 reforms in the 
filing, as well as the prospective increase in costs 
associated with the annual statutory changes in the 
maximum weekly benefit.  The impact of the closing 
of the Reopened Case Fund, as well as the potential 
effects of the 2007 reforms with respect to loss 
development, trend and loss adjustment expense 
were   specifically reviewed and analyzed as part of 
the Committee’s consideration of the 2013 loss cost 
level.

 At the teleconference meeting, the Committee 
reviewed the latest information relating to 
Retrospective Rating Plan values, and recommended 
that revised excess loss pure premium factors, 
together with revised state hazard group relativities 
and revised retrospective rating pure premium 
development  factors, be filed with a proposed 
effective date of October 1, 2013 to coincide with 
the annual loss cost revision. The Committee 
recommended that additional research be 
undertaken with respect to alternate methodologies 
for the determination of future New York excess loss 
pure premium factors.

 In the area of experience rating, the Committee 
reviewed a staff analysis that supported a further 
increase in the split point used in the rating formula 
to differentiate between primary and excess losses.  
The Committee approved filing an increase in the 
split point from the current $10,000 to $13,500 to 
become effective  October 1, 2014.  The Committee 
also agreed that future increases in the split point 
may be necessary to a level consistent with the 
countrywide standard of $15,000, or possibly greater, 
subject to additional research.  
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Continued research of the new class ratemaking methodology was reviewed by the Committee, 
which provided guidance and recommendations for further study for possible implementation in 2014.

A Subcommittee of the Actuarial Committee was formed in 2013 to review data elements that 
may be available from the Workers’ Compensation Board (WCB) for use in actuarial analyses and 
possible support of assumptions that underlie the loss cost revision.  The subcommittee had one meeting 
and one teleconference in 2013.  At the meeting, which included a representative from the WCB, many 
data elements were discussed, and several were identified as potentially helpful for actuarial analyses. 
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 The staff of the Actuarial Department focuses on pricing, legislative analyses, research, data 
quality and special studies.

PriciNg 

 The Actuarial Department continues to play a vital role in various areas relating to both procedural 
and technical issues within the New York workers compensation system. 

 Four filings were prepared in 2013, including the general loss cost revision and several associated 
filing supplements. The Rating Board’s actuarial staff also prepared supporting exhibits and provided 
expert testimony at a public hearing called by the Superintendent of Financial Services. This testimony 
discussed key elements of the loss cost filing, including the manner in which the impact of the 2007 
reform legislation was factored into the proposed loss cost change.

 In 2013, Department staff also continued exploring the methodology used to determine Excess 
Loss Pure Premium Factors.  While additional research in this area is necessary, the Department 
enhanced the methodology that uses empirical data and dispersion of loss development factors.  The 
improvements to the methodology included applying procedures that would stabilize the results from 
one revision to another.  This methodology was reviewed and approved by the Actuarial Committee and 
was subsequently approved by the Department of Financial Services.

 The Actuarial Department is also responsible for analyzing any legal or regulatory 
changes   that may have a cost impact.  In 2013, staff reviewed and analyzed the proposed 
Governor’s Budget Bill, and incorporated the resulting impact into the proposed loss cost filing. 

research

 Actuarial research of not only the current methodologies, but of prospective techniques and 
methodologies, are critical to the success of both the Rating Board and the Actuarial Department.  The 
Actuarial Department continues to study and perform research in several important ratemaking areas.

 In recognition of the need for more detailed medical data to analyze New York medical cost     
drivers than is currently being reported, the Rating Board contracted with the National Council on   
Compensation Insurance (NCCI) in 2008 to collect detailed New York medical transactional data.  In 
2013, the Rating Board received an annual update of this data.  The Rating Board’s updated dataset now 
includes information on medical services performed over a 30 month period.  Preliminary reports were 
subsequently generated from this data and continue to be studied and enhanced by Department staff.  As 
additional data is received and analyzed, this data source will be a key tool in identifying the underlying 
cost drivers of medical losses and their impact on the workers compensation system.

 The overall balance of the Experience Rating Plan is essential for the equity of the workers 
compensation pricing system. Further testing of the Plan, through a series of quintile tests, was undertaken 
in 2013 as a key measure of the Plan’s equity and balance. Staff has also continued to monitor the activities 
of the NCCI in this area.  As a result, study commenced with respect to potential changes to the Plan in 
the areas of the split point, eligibility and the experience rating formula.  The research performed in 2013 
reconfirmed a decision by the Actuarial Committee to revise the split point further in 2014.  Staff will 
continue to examine the Plan to decide whether further refinements are needed.

actuarial 
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 Continued work was done in 2013 to explore a possible change in classification ratemaking 
methodology to be consistent with that being introduced in other states by the NCCI and a number of 
independent rating organizations.  The staff will continue these efforts in 2014.

statistics & statistical rePortiNg

 The Actuarial Department is responsible for identifying, checking and verifying unit statistical         
report losses, premium and payroll that do not fall within reasonable ranges of values.  In 2013,  efforts 
continued within the Department to identify and correct erroneous unit statistical reports (USRs) that 
could not be resolved through customary data processing edits.  As part of this process, the staff utilized 
additional analytical tools and reconciliation processes to improve the overall quality of the USRs.  
Upon completion of the 2013 review process, Schedule Z data (unadjusted payroll, premium and losses 
by classification) for Policy Years 2006 through 2010 was compiled by the Actuarial Department and 
released by the Rating Board.  As an adjunct to the Schedule Z, pure premium classification experience 
(five years of developed payroll and losses by classification) was also produced and posted on the 
Rating Board’s website, www.nycirb.org.

 Other relevant statistical information was posted on the Rating Board’s website in 2013, 
including the latest aggregate financial data call experience, claim cost and claim frequency data by 
injury type, calendar year underwriting results and the details of the 2013 loss cost filing.

 The Actuarial Department is also responsible for collecting and analyzing the annual Aggregate 
Financial Data submitted by the carriers.  To accomplish this task, the staff administers the New York 
Financial Call Information System© (NYFCIS©), which is a web based vehicle for the submission of 
the annual aggregate data.  In 2013, several enhancements were incorporated into the system that 
were designed to improve carrier interface.  Additional data edits were also introduced to assure data 
accuracy.  The New York Data Call Incentive Program is also part of the NYFCIS©, and carriers that fail 
to submit the aggregate data on time or submit incorrect data are subject to fines under the program.  
Both the system edits and the incentive program work to ensure quality for the financial data.  As part 
of the quality assurance process, in 2013 staff resumed a reconciliation between the data  reported on 
the financial calls and data reported on the USRs.  
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iNFormatioN techNologY

The Information Technology (I.T.) Department is comprised of the Programming and 
Infrastructure Management divisions. 

The Infrastructure Management team is responsible for the Board’s Local Area Network (LAN), 
its associated servers and equipment, and desktop configuration and support. Their normal day-to-
day responsibilities include keeping the infrastructure running, supporting users, data and network 
security, and disaster recovery functions. In addition to its day-to-day activities, the team completed 
several infrastructure modifications and projects that include the installation of a new data storage array 
that has increased file storage by 33%; upgraded the e-mail, anti-spam and virus protection system; 
and implemented a new off-site tape vaulting process that protects the company’s data and systems 
allowing for around-the-clock access in the event of an incident or disaster. The team also designed and 
implemented the infrastructure that will support the upcoming Manage Policy system.

Several of the major accomplishments by the programming team this past year include, 
developing a single sign-on security system for NYCIRB members, preparing actuarial data reports, 
creating Computer Based Training videos (CBTs) for the updated Compensation Data Exchange 
(CDX) system, developing Classification Premium Adjustment Program (CPAP) trending reports, and 
an automated re-processing system as well as the inclusion of the New York Workers Compensation 
Statistical Plan in the Board’s Digital Library and the creation of a series of automated data comparison 
reports for the Actuarial Department.

The single sign-on security will allow NYCIRB members to select from a list of all applications, 
i.e. Manage USR, Experience Ratings, etc., and switch between the applications using one user-id 
without having to exit and log-in to each application. In addition, this enables the NYCIRB to interface 
with the upcoming American Cooperative Council on Compensation Technology (ACCCT) single sign-
on project.

 A series of reports were compiled for the Actuarial Department to create loss triangles based 
on various criteria which are used for producing Loss Factors, a component necessary for the Pure 
Premium Report.

 The CDX application is in the process of being updated and will include a new user interface. 
The CBTs are a series of 13 online training videos that walk users through the various segments of the 
application, including an introduction to the new system, administration and permissions, and sending 
and receiving files. In addition, a glossary, troubleshooting, and file naming convention sections have 
been added to assist the users.

 The CPAP application was updated to produce usage trending reports and include an interface 
that will automatically re-process applications when required, as opposed to manually processing them. 
The reports show the trends in usage from several means of entry, i.e., user-id, policy number, date 
entered, etc. 

The Digital Library is an enhanced database driven version of the Rating Board’s Workers 
Compensation Manuals, Statistical Plans, and Reference Guides.  The conversion from text publications 
to database driven web applications is intended to benefit users, members and other subscribers with 
faster, easier and more accurate information regarding New York’s Workers Compensation rules, 
procedures and protocols.  The inclusion of the Board’s extensive WC & EL Manual in the Digital Library 
is expected to occur during the first quarter of 2014.
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The new automated data comparison reports assist the Actuarial Department in identifying 
data anomalies in statistical reporting that may affect actuarial analyses.  These reports have vastly 
improved the identification of these errors, and has made the process more efficient.

In addition, over thirty-five million Medical Data Call records were processed.  This data was 
then analyzed to develop a series of reports to determine various medical claims data segmentation.  
In addition, a series of medical data reports were developed for the New York State Workers’ 
Compensation Board. 
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oPeratioNs

 

The Operations Department handles much of the Board’s routine processing of policy, unit statistical 
and rating data, and is comprised of three support divisions; Data Quality, Spectrum Management 
and Rating Services.  The staff also represents the Board on other industry organizations and works 
closely with other Data Collection Organizations (DCOs).  Our involvement and collaboration with 
Compensation Data Exchange (CDX), the American Cooperative Council on Compensation Technology 
(ACCCT) and the Electronic Data Interchange Committee (EDI) of the Workers Compensation Insurance 
Organizations (WCIO) allows the Board to continue providing useful tools and services to the industry 
that make use of national data standards.  Participation in these collaborative exchanges demonstrates 
the Rating Board’s commitment to reducing costs associated with data collection.

data qualitY

The Data Quality division is responsible for the collection, verification and processing of unit 
statistical data, in accordance with the New York Statistical Plan.  During 2013, this division received 
5,589 electronic files containing 664,878 individual unit statistical reports.  Of these, 40,176 exposure 
and claim records were found to contain questionable or erroneous information.  This represents a 2% 
decrease in the error ratio from 2012.

During 2013, the Board staff noted a decrease in the amount of time carriers needed to submit 
correction reports for USRs that failed validations.  This is attributed to the increase in the usage of 
the Board’s on-line application Manage USR (MUSR).  This system, implemented in November 2011, 
allows member carriers to create, view and correct unit statistical reports; prepare WCSTAT files for 
submission directly to the Board, or via CDX; view error reports; and manage the timely submission of 
data through a unit report tracking feature.  

The Data Quality staff also administers the Rating Board’s Unit Statistical Late Charge Program.  
During the year, 1,268 Delinquent Lists were sent to carriers for USRs that reached their due date and 
had not been submitted and 608 Fine Lists for USRs that were still outstanding two months beyond their 
due date.

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT

Spectrum is the Board’s internal processing system through which the majority of the Board’s 
data is processed.  The Spectrum Management team performs quality assurance and is responsible for 
ensuring that Spectrum operates effectively and accurately, testing and approving all enhancements 
and changes.

In 2013, a project, spanning two and a half years, to convert the system using newer technology was 
completed, making the system more efficient and user-friendly.  The Policy processing module was the 
final and largest piece of the conversion and went into production in the second quarter of 2013.
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RATING SERVICES

The Rating Services division administers the New York Experience Rating Plan, including Merit 
Rating, and the New York Retrospective Rating Plan.

EXPERIENCE & MERIT RATING

 During 2013, the Board issued 91,743 Experience Ratings, 21,485 Revisions and 209,166 Merit 
Ratings.  Rating information is posted on the Board’s website and available to the carrier of record to 
view, print or download, although requests for information on hardcopy are still received.  The staff 
responded to 14,516 requests for rating and other supporting documents during the year.

RETROSPECTIVE RATING

 Retrospective election notices, as well as policies and endorsements related to retrospective 
rating are reviewed in this area.  During 2013, this division received and processed 13,894 policies and 
3,791 endorsements.  There were 758 submissions made under New York’s Large Risk Rating Option.

 

COMPULSORY WORKPLACE & LOSS CONSULTATION PROGRAM

 The Rating Board’s statutory responsibilities under the Compulsory Workplace Safety and 
Loss Consultation Program is to identify and notify those employers who meet the Program’s criteria.  
Notifications were issued to 1,077 employers in 2013, a 22% increase from 2012.
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uNderwritiNg & Field services

The Rating Board has, as one of its primary objectives, the responsibility to oversee and validate 
Workers Compensation Policy construction and insurance company compliance for the State of New 
York.  This responsibility is handled by the Underwriting Services unit which is structured by teams and 
led by two Managers and four Team Leaders.  This team concept allows for dedicated insurance carrier 
assignments.  To ensure that policies, endorsements, cancellations and reinstatements, submitted to the 
Rating Board are properly written, the carrier is assigned to a particular team.  The teams also answer 
and respond to underwriting questions, resolve employer matters and maintain the Classification 
System.  Each team is made up of Policy Analysts, Class Analysts and individuals with expertise in the 
Ownership Rules of the Experience Rating Plan.  The team approach allows the Rating Board to foster 
an environment for the employee’s professional growth by exposing them to all aspects of policy data 
elements and processing.  

In 2013, the teams continued to improve their processing efficiencies by increasingly leveraging 
a system implemented in 2012 which automated the delivery and assignment of work items.  This Work 
Queue system significantly eliminated many manual paper intensive steps and continues to evolve by 
helping to identify ways of streamlining work processes and procedures.  Encouraging evidence has 
shown that the system enhancements have improved productivity efficiencies while also aiding staff 
with accuracy and depth of policy review which is always being strived for.  Throughout this past 
year and next, there are ongoing system reengineering efforts underway which will further impact 
all of the teams and their related work processes.  These system investments and improvements are 
intended to greatly enhance, streamline, and improve the effectiveness of the policy validation process, 
communication process with carriers and improve overall data quality.

The Field Services unit is primarily comprised of field staff, supporting either Audit or Inspection 
functions.  Support staff is located in the home office providing coordination support for those in the 
field.  The field staff conducts onsite employer audits (Auditor) and inspections (Inspectors).  Although 
organized differently than the underwriting teams, these individuals also respond directly to carriers 
regarding auditing and inspection related questions.

The Department maintains accurateness through the work of a ‘project and quality assurance’ 
team.  These individuals lead and coordinate projects involving procedures, system enhancements, 
classification studies, documentation, and other special project work.  There were many projects 
underway in 2013, most notably implementation activities for the final phase of the ‘policy processing 
rewrite project,’ additional implementations of Work Queue (as noted above) and the continuation 
of various classification projects. The ongoing effort to continue with incremental adjustments or 
activations of various policy system edits continued in 2013, with more anticipated in 2014.  Progress 
continued on an ongoing project to identify and document departmental procedures.  This project is 
bringing forth many new ideas for reengineering of internal processes and system related changes.  In 
2014 this team will continue with the change activities as noted above along with key system projects 
slated, such as: a new ‘Error Follow-Up’ system enhancement; implementation of the Manage Policy 
system for direct online communication of errors and error correction with carriers; and implementation 
of the conversion of the NY WC & EL Manual into the Rating Board’s Digital Library environment.  

The Underwriting Department also has the responsibility to review policy and endorsement 
filings submitted by carriers.  In 2013, the correspondence received was statistically the same as in the 
prior year’s overall carrier filing activity.  The Rating Board received a total of 25 carrier letter inquiries 
and 179 individual carrier endorsements for review.  One hundred and sixty-five endorsements for 
review were approved, while four were rejected and nine were submitted but were out of the Rating 
Board’s jurisdiction.  Prior years indicated an overall decreasing trend; however, this was the first year 
in recent years, where a stabilization of activity was observed.  The prior year’s decreasing trend was 
attributed to the auto-adopt provision for carrier endorsements, implemented in 2010, which greatly 
reduced the required number of endorsement submissions.  It is believed that these numbers may  
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represent a baseline for activity regarding carrier filings, although it is very much dependent upon 
regulatory trends or requirements in a given year.  

 
UNDERWRITING SERVICES

POLICY ANALYSIS

All Workers Compensation policies, experience or non-experience rated, are reviewed by 
the Rating Board.  The Policy Analysis process involves data validation and the in-depth review 
of policies and their subsequent transactions.  Policy Analysis is primarily a system generated 
process, however, some of the methods are manual and are performed to ensure that all policies are 
properly written.  A carrier is required to correct any policy writing errors detected by this review.  The 
correction process is enforced through the Rating Board’s Criticism Fining Program.  

The type of transactions submitted by a carrier include: policies, endorsements, 
cancellations and reinstatements.  All carrier information is submitted electronically and 
recorded in the Rating Board’s data collection systems.  Once the submission of data is recorded, 
the Policy Analyst is able to review various data elements within the policy, such as: names, locations, 
classifications, and endorsements. The Analyst will scrutinize this information based upon 
prescribed system edits and data reporting requirements.

The Rating Board’s system is also able to hard code (data entry) a policy, in lieu of a policy data 
submission.  This was a necessary feature for many years, but since 2009 the Rating Board eliminated 
the routine use of this methodology, known as paper (Hard Copy) policy submissions.  As reflected 
below, the number of Hard Copy transactions, since that time, has decreased significantly to only a few 
in 2013.  Any remaining Hard Copy exception transactions are in support of complex risks such as Three-
Year Policies.  The following chart reflects the paper Hard Copy transaction submissions from member 
carriers, received by the Rating Board, over the past five years:  

YEAR
Number of ‘Hard Copy’ 

Transactions 

2013 27 

2012 62 

2011 19 

2010 2,903 

2009 30,707 

Through the policy edit review process, the following policy information is evaluated: 
classification(s); the proper use of loss cost factors; the proper use and application of endorsement(s); 
the application of the correct experience modification; and any other elements affecting the premium 
calculation.  A key priority for Underwriting Services centers on a team approach to processing and a 
focus on responsiveness when resolving errors or issues with a carrier.  A comprehensive approach is 
taken when working on situations which might involve multiple disciplines.  A Policy Analyst has the 
knowledge, awareness and resources to find answers from other team members, such as a Classification 
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Analyst on a classification concern, or to transfer an issue within the team to determine resolution and 
response versus the continuous querying of the carrier for more information.

In 2013, the Board processed approximately 1.53 million policy, endorsement, and 
cancellation/reinstatement electronic transactions.  In 2012 it was just over 1.57 million transactions 
processed.  This represents a 2.6% decrease in overall transaction activity from the prior year.   The statistical 
breakdown on electronic transactions, for each year, is as follows:

2013

Type of 
Electronic 

Transaction

Excluding 
NYSIF NYSIF Only

Total 
Electronic 

Transactions

Policies 390,579 179,505 570,084

Endorsements 408,755 88,619 497,374

Canc. / Reins. 324,460 138,352 462,812

TOTALS 1,123,794 406,476 1,530,270

2012

Type of 
Electronic 

Transaction

Excluding 
NYSIF NYSIF Only

Total 
Electronic 

Transactions

Policies 386,624 182,029 568,653

Endorsements 399,703 94,950 494,653

Canc. / Reins. 358,130 149,870 508,000

TOTALS 1,144,457 426,849 1,571,306

The Rating Board also receives transactions that are immediately rejected by the system 
and therefore not reflected in the values noted above.  More specifically, there were 14,637 
rejected transactions in 2013 versus 39,162 in 2012 and 44,811 in 2011.  When compared to 
2012, the reduction (improvement) in the number of rejected transactions was 62.6%.  The 
recent numbers reflect a continued marked improvement over the rejection error ratios of 
prior years.  Data quality improvement for carrier submissions is evidenced by these statistics.  
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Policies and endorsements that pass all system edits error free eliminate the need for any form 
of staff review. In recent years, the trend has reflected a steady and noticeable improvement in the 
quality of electronically submitted transactions.  However, in this past year, policies and endorsements 
requiring review, as identified by the system, increased to 90,457 versus 82,186 transactions in 2012, or 
an increase of 10.2%.  Although the policies flagged for review in 2013 is up from the previous year, it 
is not considered a reversal in the trend of an overall improvement in data quality.  Notice from the 
chart below, that previous years were well above 100,000 policies requiring review, such as 155,984 in as 
recent as 2011.  It is not felt that required reviews would revert back to that level as the systems in place 
are more accurate from years past in identifying policies to review.  A reason for increase is a result of 
additional edits being enabled to flag policies for review.  Thus, it is believed that the sharp decreases 
in the number of policies requiring reviewed peaked in 2012 and should serve as a future baseline for 
comparison purposes.  

Year

 

Policies and 
Endorsements 

Requiring Review 

2013 90,457 

2012 82,186 

2011 155,984 

2010 119,459 

0
25,000
50,000
75,000

100,000
125,000
150,000
175,000

2010 2011 2012 2013

Year

Number of Policies & Endorsements Reviewed

In 2013, there was a slight increase in the number of errors which led to criticism correspondence 
and/or fines to the carrier.  This is likely attributed to the increase in policies and endorsements requiring 
review as mentioned above.  These are system generated errors in need of review and are often attributed 
to policies not submitted with the proper  endorsements and/or statistical codes.  In 2013, there were 
14,808 transactions which resulted in formal criticisms being issued.  The percentage increase in the 
number of criticisms issued in 2013 versus 2012 is 12.7%.  However, in 2013, the ratio of criticisms issued 
to the total number of transactions reviewed was 16.4%, which is only slightly more than the ratio in 2012 
which was 16.0%.  The criticism ratio in 2011 was 14.4%.
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Year

 

Number of 
Criticisms Issued 

 

 

2013 

 

14,808 

 

2012 

 

13,136 

 

2011 

 

22,515 

 

2010 

 

16,917 

As a result of the continued trend of improved data quality from carriers, Policy Analysts are 
instructed to spend more time on in-depth policy review and analysis.  System edit changes are being 
made with the continued intention of improving data integrity and the ability to further analyze the 
carrier information received.   

The Ownership review process is a part of the policy review which includes investigating 
employer name and legal ownership changes, for both experience and merit rated employers.  
This review facilitates the determination of the appropriateness of the inclusion or exclusion 
of legal entities in an employer’s rating.  The interpretation of these Ownership Rules, as well 
as being able to provide an explanation of the rules, is handled by Ownership Analysts who 
are experienced with the administration of Ownership rules and the Experience Rating Plan. 

The following reflects the past four years’ results from review of ownership investigations:

 

OWNERSHIP 
INVESTIGATIONS 

2010 2011 2012 2013

Cases Reviewed/Processed 16,164 17,638 20,297 18,708

Annual % Difference 17.5% 9.1% 15.1% -7.8%
 

Letters and Affidavits 
Processed 

7,912 8,395 11,380 12,921

Annual % Difference 30% 6.1% 35.6% 13.5%

Over the past few years, there has been a more pronounced emphasis on the number of ownership 
investigations performed.  Since 2009, the total number of cases reviewed has increased approximately 
36.0% and, the number of Letters/Affidavits processed, in a given year, for an ownership issue, is 
approximately double that of what it was at the beginning of this time period.  
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CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS

Classification Analysis is the review process by which the Rating Board oversees the reliability 
of the classification assignment process, managed by the carrier, for a given insured.  Typically this 
process begins with an on-site inspection of the employer’s operation and place of business.  Field 
Inspectors submit their observations by electronically transmitting their Inspection Reports to the 
Rating Board’s home office.  This report serves as the initial information necessary for Classification 
Analysts to begin the review process.  

Following the initial review of the Inspection Report, the Classification Analyst may choose 
to finalize the classification or they may elect to suspend the report for later review.  Allowing for 
this flexibility aids the Classification Analyst with work prioritization and has greatly improved the 
turnaround time for expedited inspections.

Routine Inspections are those made on a predetermined schedule for experience rated employers, 
while Test Inspections are made on a random basis for non-experience rated employers.  The following 
charts illustrate the number of Routine and Test Inspections reviewed over the past four years:

ROUTINE INSPECTIONS 
REVIEWED 2010 2011 2012 2013 

(1) Routine Inspections Reviewed 10,171 10,705 11,220 13,958

(2) No. of Class Changes 878 898 1,098 917

(3) % Requiring Changes (2) ÷ (1) 8.6% 8.4% 9.8% 6.6%

 

In this and the following chart, the numbers reported represent the ‘number of locations’ 
inspected. The ‘number of locations’ inspected are shown, rather than the ‘number of risks’ since there 
has been an increase in inspections for ‘multi-location’ risks.  It is also worth noting that, when there is 
a change in classification, it is for the overall insured and not the individual locations.  

In 2013, there was a continuation of the shift towards a refocusing on Routine Inspection 
Assignments.  This effort began in 2009 with the implementation of an improvement in system 
logic surrounding our selection process on Routine Inspection Assignments.  These assignments are 
preferable for review as they represent a wider variety of risks.  With utilization of this new selection 
methodology, 2013 continued to show an upward trend in the number of Routine Inspections reviewed. 
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This review of the 2013 Inspections resulted in 917 requiring a change in classification. Of the 
917 classification changes, 356 were changes to the governing classification.

TEST INSPECTIONS REVIEWED 2010 2011 2012 2013 
(1) Test Inspections Reviewed 879 1,632 2,107 2,743
(2) No. of Class Changes 119 139 321 557
(3) % Requiring Changes (2) ÷ (1) 13.5% 8.5% 15.2% 20.3%

 In addition to the increase in Routine Inspections performed, the number of Test Inspections 
reviewed also continued to increase.  The percentage increase in 2013 was 30.2%, in 2012 it was 29.1%, 
and in 2011 it was over 85%.  Over this three year period the increase is over 212% demonstrating 
the Department’s increased efforts to monitor the accuracy of carrier classification.  Under the Test 
Inspection Program, in 2013, a total of 557 inspections resulted in a change in classification. Of the 557 
changes, 478 required a change to the governing classification.  

Expedite Inspections represent a third category of Inspections, also performed by the Rating 
Board, which continues to operate at a steady level.  These inspections are manually prescribed and are 
assigned from management and the classification department directly.  They are targeted and focused 
assignments which are often the result of classification inquiries, complaints or classification studies.  
In 2013, the Rating Board conducted 920 Expedite Inspections, which resulted in 181 classification 
changes.  There were 87 changes to the governing classification.  

     

EXPEDITE INSPECTIONS REVIEWED 2011 2012 2013 

(1) Expedite  Inspections Reviewed 1,073 982 920 

(2) No. of Class Changes 280 228 181

(3) % Requiring Changes (2) ÷ (1) 26% 23% 19.7%

The Classification Unit receives a steady stream of correspondence which comes from various 
sources, such as: inquiries initiated by insureds, insurance carriers, brokers, state legislators, and, in 
some instances, the Department of Financial Services.  Classification inquiries are a high priority item 
for all Class Analysts and for the Rating Board in general.  The Underwriting Department is focused 
on providing prompt service to member carriers, employers and their representatives for any type of 
inquiry.  The number of inquiries fluctuates from year to year.  In 2010, there were 9,582 classification 
inquiries, in 2011 the number increased to 10,326 (7.8%) and in 2012 the number declined to 8,940, a 
decrease of 13.4%.  In 2013 there was another reduction to 7,035, a decrease of 21.3%.  It is hoped that 
this decrease reflects the fact that more information is being provided by the Rating Board and others to 
answer questions and resolve problems alleviating the need for additional correspondence.   
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Year
Number of 

Correspondence 
Received 

2013 7,035

2012 8,940

2011 10,326

2010 9,582 

The Underwriting Department’s Team structure allows for a flexible carrier communication and 
response process.  Although the teams deal with a variety of issues, whether they be policy processing, 
ownership or classification in nature, the objective is to demonstrate a consistent and cohesive message 
to a member carrier on identified errors or problems.  In 2013, the Department continued with system 
improvements to support carrier responses and, in particular, expanded the use of email in communicating 
errors.  Future system projects have been identified which, over time, will expand carrier Internet access, 
and provide alternative communication capabilities and information reporting.  The deployment of the 
Manage Policy Program in 2014 will allow for two-way communication on carrier errors and resolution 
handling.   Other forms of policy information will be provided in the future including reporting metrics/
grading, inspection reports, and audit Reports. 

FIELD SERVICES

The two Divisions in the Field Services Department are Audit and Inspection. These two 
divisions consist of field employees, specifically: auditors who perform premium audits which verify 
proper policy premium charges; and inspectors who inspect employer operations in order to determine 
the appropriate classification code for the business. These two units conduct their assignments within set 
territories throughout New York. 

The Audit Division has as its primary responsibilities the administration of the Premium 
Verification Program, the New York Carrier Test Audit Performance Program, the Payroll Limitation 
Law and the New York Construction Classification Premium Adjustment Program (CPAP). CPAP is 
a program where employers file applications, either on-line through the Board’s system or via paper 
applications, in order to receive premium credits. The Payroll Limitation Law applies to eligible 
employers in the construction/contracting fields where weekly payrolls are limited based on an amount 
established by the Department of Financial Services.

The Inspection Division conducts physical inspections at employers’ premises in order to ensure 
that the proper classification code(s) have been applied to their policy by the insurance carrier.
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The Field Services home office support staff has as its primary function the coordination of the 
various processes for the field representatives. This includes the issuance of all field assignments and 
report submission responsibilities. Also, in addition to their primary functions, the support staff will 
provide assistance and guidance regarding Manual rule interpretations and assistance in the resolution 
of audit/classification disputes between insurance carriers and their insureds.  Support is also offered 
for issues referred to the Board by the NYS Workers’ Compensation Board, the NYS Department of 
Financial Services, insurance carriers, brokers, agents, accountants, attorneys or policyholders and 
their representatives.

The Field Services Department will also work in concert with Underwriting Services in resolving 
classification disputes by either conducting a field inspection or an audit in order to properly classify 
a business. This could involve the classification of the business itself or the classification of individuals 
within the business.

AUDIT 

Under the Premium Verification Program the selection of all employers for physical audit is 
done on a purely random basis by the Board. All Board Auditors conduct their audits by completing 
a thorough review of all the elements on the policy that comprises the insured’s final premium. This 
is a vital review in order to validate the accuracy of the insurance premium a carrier is charging their 
insureds. The program will examine each of the premium methodologies available for use by insurance 
carriers to determine an insured’s final premium. The permissible audit methodologies are as follows: 
physical audits, policyholder statements, estimated or waived audits, telephone audits and electronic 
data interface audits. All industries, except for those that are purely clerical in nature, or under Federal 
Laws, are reviewed under this program.     

Board Auditors will also validate and review the classifications used for the business during the 
audit process.  The review will examine the number of employees and their duties (including executive 
officers, sole proprietors, partners or members of LLC’s if coverage is elected), all reported payrolls, 
experience modifications, merit ratings, the status of subcontractors, identification of independent 
contractors, and all other premium charges. The auditors, as well as the audit reviewers, will also 
verify whether the correct Loss Cost and Loss Cost Multiplier have been used by the carrier.

The Board will also conduct special audits in order to assist in resolving disputes between 
carriers and their insureds. These assignments may involve a specific review of the payroll allocation 
to employees, the appropriate classification of employees, a review of sales figures to determine the 
proper governing classification or other specifics about the premium calculation in order to resolve the 
dispute.  
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The following chart summarizes the results of the Board’s premium audit verifications for the 
most recent three-year period:

YEAR

 

Audits 
Performed 

Audit Errors 
Identified

Audit Error 
Ratio

2013 3,014 938 31.1%

2012 3,064 1,138 37.1%

2011 3,087 1,093 35.4%

There were slightly fewer audits completed in 2013, a total of 3,014 audits as compared to the 
year 2012 when 3,064 audits were completed. This decrease is primarily attributed to the effects of 
Hurricane Sandy, as both Board Auditors as well as insureds in downstate areas were greatly impacted 
by the storm.  It is, therefore, anticipated that the number of audit reviews conducted will increase 
during the forthcoming audit year.

In 2012, there was a slight increase in the error ratio that was in contrast to the declining error 
ratios of prior years.  In 2012 the error ratio had increased by 4.8%; however, in 2013 the downward 
trend reemerged as illustrated by an error ratio decline of 16.2%.  It is hoped that this result is indicative 
of a trend for improved auditing mechanisms instituted by carriers in verification of proper premium.

The composition of audit types completed produced the following error ratios:

AUDIT TYPE 2013 2012

Physical Audits 20% 27%

Policyholder Statements 38% 44%

Estimated Audits 72% 76%

Telephone Audits 36% 35%

EDI Audits 46% 56%  
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The primary reasons for carrier errors are: 1) differences in remuneration and/or the allocation 
of payroll; 2) misclassification of the employers or employee(s); and 3) other causes. The following chart 
illustrates these breakdowns for the most recent three-year period:

TYPE OF AUDIT DIFFERENCE 2011 2012 2013

(1) Payroll/Remuneration 58.5% 54.6% 56.2%

(2) Classification (Risk and Employee) 26.6% 26.2% 26.7%

(3) Other Causes 14.9% 19.2% 17.1%

The net premium difference between the Rating Board’s premium and the carrier’s premium for 
the past three years is shown in the chart below. Please note that, although the error ratio has decreased 
by 16.2%, the net premium difference between the Board and the carrier’s results remains at a small and 
consistent level.  

AUDIT RESULTS 2011 2012 2013
 

Board Net Premium
$ 28,595,028 $29,973,930 $33,352,321

Carrier Net Premium
 

$ 29,647,945 
 

$29,621,655 
 

$33,052,641 

% Difference of Board Premium to 
Carrier Premium -3.6 +1.2 +0.9

All carriers are notified of the results of each premium verification review, once finalized. The carrier 
then has thirty (30) days to review the Rating Board audit results.  If there are differences, they can either 
correct the premium billed (only the return of premium is permissible as additional premiums cannot be 
collected) and furnish the Board with a revised billing and Unit Statistical Report (USR) or notify the Board 
of its disagreement.  

Failure to notify the Board, as noted above, results in a fine under the Board’s Criticism Fining 
Program.  In 2013, there were changes announced to the Criticism Fining Program regarding Carrier Test 
Audits. 
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The following summarizes the approved changes to the Program:  

Carrier Test Audit Performance Program - Changes were approved regarding how the fining of 
carriers with deficient error ratios, less than 25% of physical audits being deemed accurate, would be 
handled.  Prior to October 1, 2013, carriers were reviewed on a quarterly basis with any carrier having 
four consecutive quarters of deficient error ratios being asked to offer corrective measures regarding 
their program.   Effective October 1, 2013, any carrier (or group) with an annual error ratio of 25% or less 
on physical audits will not be fined.  The new fining program is as follows:

a. For carriers or carrier groups with 100 audits or more (large carrier), the fines would be 
as follows:

i. An error ratio of 25% or less is deemed as meeting requirements
ii. An error ratio between 26% and 40% will result in a fine of $10,000

iii. An error ratio between 41% and 50% will result in a fine of $25,000
iv. An error ratio of 51% or more will result in a fine of $50,000

b. For carriers or carrier groups having from 26 to 99 audits (medium carrier), the fines 
would be as follows:

i. An error ratio of 25% or less is deemed as meeting requirements
ii. An error ratio between 26% and 40% will result in a fine of $5,000

iii. An error ratio between 41% and 50% will result in a fine of $12,500
iv. An error ratio of 51% or more will result in a fine of $25,000

c. For carriers or carrier groups with 25 audits or less (small carrier), the fines would be as 
follows:

i. An error ratio of 25% or less is deemed as meeting requirements
ii. An error ratio between 26% and 40% will result in a fine of $2,500

iii. An error ratio between 41% and 50% will result in a fine of $6,250
iv. An error ratio of 51% or more will result in a fine of $12,500

d. For all carrier categories, if the error ratio exceeds 25%, there also will be a fine of $100 for 
every audit that produces a premium difference greater than 25% of the carrier premium.
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Other noteworthy procedural changes, reflected in the NY WC & EL Manual, which impacts the 
audit process, are as follows:

1. Executive Officers who are performing work subject to a Construction or Contracting classification 
will be subject to the same minimum payroll as Executive Officers in non-Construction 
classifications. 

2. Uninsured Subcontractors and Individuals will be classified for the work that they perform 
unless the classification code phraseology of the business that they are employed in includes the 
operations that they conduct.

All insurance carriers are furnished with quarterly and annual Premium Verification Performance 
reports. These reports list every audit conducted by the Board and its outcome (whether re-billable or 
not) and are intended to assist member carriers in their internal review regarding the effectiveness of 
all premium billing methodologies.  Carriers are provided with information on each individual audit, 
so that carriers can identify any areas for concern that may exist in their underwriting, payroll audit or 
billing departments.

INSPECTION 

The Inspection Division is the group of Board employees that conduct on-site physical 
inspections of the operations of many types of businesses throughout New York State. These inspections 
are used to determine whether or not the insurance carrier has properly classified the employer on their 
workers compensation policy. There are two types of inspections conducted, Routine and Test. Routine 
Inspections are conducted for employers that are experience rated.  The frequency of Routine Inspections 
is on a predetermined cycle, three years for upstate employers and five years for downstate employers. 
Test Inspections are conducted on a purely random basis for employers that are not experience rated.  
The Board will also perform inspections for special requests in order to settle a dispute between an 
employer and their insurance carrier when the Board has not as of yet conducted an inspection.
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Completed inspections for the past three (3) years are shown below and include both Routine 
(scheduled) and Test (random) inspections:

INSPECTIONS PERFORMED 2011 2012 2013
Total Inspections 14,071 13,745 12,349

Scheduled (Routine) 12,222 11,884 9,687

Random (Test) 1,849 1,861 2,662

As indicated, the total number of inspections decreased, from the prior year, during 2013. This 
decrease was primarily related to the consequences of Hurricane Sandy as many of the Board’s Inspectors, 
and the insureds that they inspect, were severely impacted by the storm.  Due to the disruption of the 
businesses in the impacted area, it took a number of weeks to begin conducting inspections in the affected 
areas. Some of the decrease, however, has been mitigated by the increase in the number of Test Inspections 
performed in 2013 as compared to previous years.    

Occasionally, when an Inspector is in a particular area of their territory, they may conduct 
random, unassigned inspections. These inspections are spontaneously performed typically when the 
inspector travels a long distance to perform an assigned inspection and when there are no other assigned 
inspections in that area. These inspections are referred to as “Inspector Generated Worksheet” (IGW) 
inspections. This type of inspection may also be performed when the Board is conducting a classification 
study of a particular industry.  Classification studies of this nature are performed to evaluate a group of 
employers to determine if a change is warranted regarding their classification assignment. 

PREMIUM ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM

 The Field Services Department is also responsible for administering the New York Construction 
Classification Premium Adjustment Program (CPAP). This program provides premium credits to eligible 
employers in the construction/contracting industry by recognizing the inherent wage level differentials 
in this industry. The total number of new applications decreased from 5,701 in 2012 to 5,585 in 2013. This 
represents a decrease of 2% from the prior year and continues the downward trend noted in the chart.
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 In 2013, the Rating Board issued program credits that resulted in an average credit of 15.9%. 
This compares to the average credit of 15.4% issued in 2012, 14.6% in 2011 and 13.4% in 2010. There 
were 487 employers who did not meet the CPAP eligibility requirements and, therefore, did not qualify 
for a credit in the last year.  The primary reason for ineligibility is that the insured did not have an 
hourly wage that was commensurate with the program requirements. 

The reason for the increase in the number of ineligible applications was primarily due to the 
change in the eligibility threshold in 2013.  The minimum hourly wage for program eligibility was 
$15.50 per hour for policies effective prior to October 1, 2013.  However, effective October 1, 2013, the 
minimum hourly wage for program eligibility was increased to $23.25 per hour. This change was made 
in order to be more in line with current state wage levels as well as other states with similar programs.  

 The use of the Rating Board’s on-line CPAP application continues to have an impact on the 
processing efficiencies generated since its introduction in 2011.  This service has had an impact on 
reducing the number of duplicate applications received in prior years as well as significantly reducing 
the paper flow associated with this process at the Rating Board.
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FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION 

oFFice services divisioN

The Office Services Division is responsible for the imaging of policy related documents, 
endorsements, and cancellations into the Board’s operating system (Spectrum).  In addition, it is 
responsible for archiving numerous historical documents into the Board’s SharePoint site.  This unit 
also processes and distributes mail and transmits e-mail notifications to the Board’s membership.  

In 2013, the Imaging Section of this division processed and imaged 51,987 hard copy 
documents with an average of 6 pages per document.  In 2012, a total of 42,013 hard copy documents 
were imaged with an average of 5 pages per document.    

The volume in the Board’s incoming mail was approximately 53,330 items of correspondence 
in 2013 compared to 48,700 in 2012.  The outgoing mail decreased from 57,301 in 2012 to 50,757 in 
2013.  

humaN resources divisioN 

The Board averaged 138 staff members during the year.  Under the Board’s salary classification 
program, 128 performance reviews were conducted and 11 employees received grade promotions. 
Twenty-two (22) employees received commendations for being employed by the Board for 10 years 
or more.  Approximately 74 % percent of the Board staff has accrued five or more continuous years 
of service. 

During the year, one employee in the Underwriting Department and one employee in the 
Operations Department received  their Workers Compensation Profesional designation (WCP) 
from the American Society of Workers Compensation Professionals (AMCOMP).   The Education 
Committee continues to encourage employees to pursue designations to further their careers in the 
insurance industry. 

The Wellness Committee organized an Employee Health Fair, participated in the AIDS and 
Breast Cancer Walk and hosted various donation drives.  Weekly yoga sessions were also continued 
along with monthly Pedometer challenges.  The Committee continued to host sessions on nutrition, 
physical well being and financial seminars.   

The Health & Safety Committee continues to monitor a company-wide Health and Safety 
Policy and Program.  
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Expenses: 2013 2012 2011

Salaries 8,585,548.00 8,602,332.00 8,331,097.00

Contract Services 264,752.00 276,615.00 213,425.00

Personnel Cost 58,082.00 70,180.00 7,014.00

Pensions 1,080,527.00 891,911.00 1,025,364.00

F.I.C.A 601,233.00 584,117.00 562,077.00

Employees’ Group Insurance 1,809,895.00 1,719,843.00 1,642,958.00

Employees’ Savings Plan 302,491.00 293,840.00 271,663.00

Statutory W/C & D/B Insurance 28,707.00 68,119.00 39,143.00

Unemployment Insurance Tax 36,290.00 38,588.00 39,591.00

Rent for Space 1,987,810.00 1,973,943.00 1,196,176.00

Electricity 106,726.00 99,769.00 108,793.00

Rent for Machines 119,679.00 121,723.00 151,932.00

Maintenance & Repairs 85,428.00 177,131.00 188,508.00

Furniture & Fixtures 4,287.00 60,347.00 59,916.00

Stationery & Supplies 69,788.00 84,677.00 106,002.00

Printing 14,250.00 13,086.00 14,836.00

Telephone 64,039.00 55,743.00 57,224.00

Postage 46,100.00 32,757.00 40,316.00

Travel 282,752.00 259,094.00 271,694.00

Insurance, General 76,624.00 41,704.00 55,622.00

Legal 336,400.00 349,617.00 150,940.00

Rent Tax 45,522.00 1,195.00 15,356.00

System Projects 976,748.00 1,044,748.00 924,183.00

Miscellaneous 409,357.00 456,869.00 478,766.00

Total Expenses 17,393,035.00 17,317,948.00 15,952,596.00

Less Special Income 872,161.00 1,335,427.00 1,158,987.00

Assessable Expenses 16,520,874.00 15,982,521.00 14,793,609.00

Less Annual Membership Fee 281,313.00 279,813.00 274,188.00

Net Disbursements 16,239,564.00 15,702,708.00 14,519,421.00

Assessment Ratios 0.00359* 0.00300 0.00428

*2013 Premium Estimated

FiNaNcial comParisoN oF exPeNses
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membership
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membership

The membership of the Board at the end of 2013 and 2012 was as follows: 

   
 

     
    
   * ADJUSTED FROM PREVIOUS REPORT 

The following changes in membership have occurred since the last report: 

 

     2013  2012*

  STOCK CARRIERS   338      340

  NON-STOCK CARRIERS    29          30

  STATE INSURANCE FUND          1     1

  RECIPROCAL CARRIER      1     1

  TOTAL    369       372

 
  ADMISSIONS      EFFECTIVE

   STONINGTON INSURANCE COMPANY   04/10/13
 
   STONEWOOD NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY  04/22/13
 
   OBI NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY   09/16/13
 
   CHUBB NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY  09/30/13
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        RESIGNATIONS     EFFECTIVE

    DAIMLER CHRYSLER INSURANCE COMPANY   03/12/13

    ULICO CASUALTY COMPANY     03/27/13

    AMERICAN CENTRAL INSURANCE COMPANY   04/18/13
 
    DIAMOND STATE INSURANCE COMPANY    09/24/13

    PENN-AMERICA INSURANCE COMPANY    09/24/13

    UNITED NATIONAL CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY 09/24/13

    UNITED NATIONAL SPECIALTY INSURANCE COMPANY 09/24/13

        NAME CHANGES     EFFECTIVE

    ATHENA ASSURANCE COMPANY TO
 TRAVELERS CASUALTY COMPANY    03/07/13

    PENNSYLVANIA GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY TO 
 PENNSYLVANIA INSURANCE COMPANY   03/27/13

    PUBLIC SERVICE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY TO  06/10/13
 PUBLIC SERVICE INSURANCE COMPANY 

    CHARTIS PROPERTY CASUALTY COMPANY TO   11/01/13
 AIG PROPERTY CASUALTY COMPANY
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-B-

BANKERS STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY
BERKLEY NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
BERKLEY REGIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY HOMESTATE INS COMPANY
BITUMINOUS CASUALTY CORPORATION
BITUMINOUS FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY
BLUE RIDGE INDEMNITY COMPANY
BLUE RIDGE INSURANCE COMPANY
BROTHERHOOD MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

-C-

CALIFORNIA INSURANCE COMPANY
CAMDEN FIRE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION
CAPITOL INDEMNITY CORPORATION
CAROLINA CASUALTY COMPANY INCORPORATED
CASTLEPOINT INSURANCE COMPANY
CASTLEPOINT NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
CENTRAL MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
CENTRE INSURANCE COMPANY
CHARTER OAKS FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
CHEROKEE INSURANCE COMPANY
CHUBB INDEMNITY INSURANCE COMPANY
CHUBB NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
CHURCH MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
CIM INSURANCE CORPORATION
CINCINNATI CASUALTY COMPANY, THE
CINCINNATI INDEMNITY COMPANY, THE
CINCINNATI INSURANCE COMPANY, THE
CITIZENS INSURANCE CO OF AMERICA
CLERMONT INSURANCE COMPANY
COLONIAL AMERICAN CASUALTY & SURETY COM-
PANY
COMMERCE & INDUSTRY INSURANCE COMPANY
CONTINENTAL CASUALTY COMPANY
CONTINENTAL INDEMNITY COMPANY
CONTINENTAL INSURANCE COMPANY, THE
CONTINENTAL WESTERN INSURANCE COMPANY
CRUM & FORSTER INDEMNITY COMPANY

-D-

DISCOVER PROPERTY & CASUALTY INS CO.

-E-

EASTERN ADVANTAGE ASSURANCE COMPANY
EASTERN ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
EASTGUARD INSURANCE COMPANY
ELECTRIC INSURANCE COMPANY
EMPLOYERS FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
EMPLOYERS COMPENSATION INSURANCE COMPANY
EMPLOYERS INSURANCE COMPANY OF WAUSAU
EMPLOYERS MUTUAL CASUALTY COMPANY
EMPLOYERS PREFERRED INSURANCE COMPANY
ERIE INSURANCE COMPANY
ERIE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK

 -A-

ACADIA INSURANCE CO.
ACCIDENT FUND GENERAL INS. CO.
ACCIDENT FUND INS. CO. OF AMERICA
ACCIDENT FUND NATIONAL INS. CO.
ACE AMERICAN INS. CO.
ACE FIRE UNDERWRITERS INS. CO.
ACE PROPERTY & CASUALTY INS. CO.
ACIG INS. CO.
ADMIRAL INDEMNITY CO.
ADVANTAGE WORKERS COMPENSATION INS. CO. NY
AIG PROPERTY CASUALTY CO.
AIOI INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
AIU INSURANCE COMPANY
ALL AMERICA INSURANCE COMPANY
ALLIANCE NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
ALLIANZ GLOBAL RISKS US INSURANCE COMPANY
ALLIANZ UNDERWRITERS INSURANCE COMPANY
ALLIED EASTERN INDEMNITY COMPANY
ALLMERICA FINANCIAL BENEFIT INS. COMPANY
AMERICAN ALTERNATIVE INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN CASUALTY COMPANY OF READING PA
AMERICAN COUNTRY INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN ECONOMY INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN FAMILY HOME INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN FIRE & CASUALTY COMPANY
AMERICAN FUJI FIRE & MARINE INS. COMPANY
AMERICAN GUARANTEE & LIABILITY INSURANCE
AMERICAN HOME ASSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN MODERN HOME INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN PET INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN SAFETY CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN STATES INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN ZURICH INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERISURE INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERISURE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
AMGUARD INSURANCE COMPANY
ARCH INSURANCE COMPANY
ARCH INDEMNITY INSURANCE COMPANY
ARGONAUT INSURANCE COMPANY
ARGONAUT MIDWEST INSURANCE COMPANY
ASSOCIATED INDEMNITY CORPORATION
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
ATLANTIC SPECIALITY INSURANCE COMPANY
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY OF HARTFORD
AUTOONE INSURANCE COMPANY
AUTOONE SELECT INSURANCE COMPANY
AXA INSURANCE COMPANY

memberS aS Of december 31, 2013
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ERIE INSURANCE PROPERTY CASUALTY COMPANY
EVEREST NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
EXCELSIOR INSURANCE COMPANY
EXECUTIVE RISK INDEMNITY INCORPORATED

-F-

FAIRMONT INSURANCE COMPANY
FARM FAMILY CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY
FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE
FARMINGTON CASUALTY COMPANY
FDM PREFERRED INSURANCE COMPANY, INC.
FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY
FEDERATED MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
FEDERATED RURAL ELECTRIC INS. EXCHANGE
FEDERATED SERVICE INSURANCE COMPANY
FIDELITY & DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MD.
FIDELITY & GUARANTY INSURANCE COMPANY
FIDELITY & GUARANTY INS. UNDERWRITERS INC.
FIRE DISTRICTS INSURANCE COMPANY, INC.
FIRE DISTRICTS OF NY MUTUAL INS. COMPANY
FIREMAN’S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY
FIREMEN’S INSURANCE COMPANY OF WASH. D.C.
FIRST LIBERTY INSURANCE CORP.
FIRST NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
FLAGSHIP CITY INSURANCE COMPANY
FLORISTS’ INSURANCE COMPANY
FLORISTS’ MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
FOREMOST INS. CO. OF GRAND RAPIDS MICHIGAN
FOREMOST PROPERTY & CASUALTY INS. COMPANY
FOREMOST SIGNATURE INSURANCE COMPANY

-G-

GENERAL CASUALTY COMPANY OF WISCONSIN
GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
GENERAL STAR NATIONAL INS. COMPANY
GENESIS INSURANCE COMPANY
GLOBAL LIBERTY INS. COMPANY OF NEW YORK
GRANITE STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
GRAPHIC ARTS MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
GREAT AMERICAN ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
GREAT AMERICAN ASSURANCE COMPANY
GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY OF NY
GREAT DIVIDE INSURANCE COMPANY
GREAT NORTHERN INSURANCE COMPANY
GREAT WEST CASUALTY COMPANY
GREATER N. Y. MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
GREENWICH INSURANCE COMPANY
GUARANTEE INSURANCE COMPANY
GUIDEONE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

-H-

HANOVER INSURANCE COMPANY
HARCO NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
HARLEYSVILLE INSURANCE COMPANY
HARLEYSVILLE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK
HARLEYSVILLE PREFERRED INSURANCE COMPANY
HARLEYSVILLE WORCESTER INSURANCE COMPANY
HARTFORD ACCIDENT & INDEMNITY COMPANY
HARTFORD CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY
HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
HARTFORD INSURANCE COMPANY OF THE MIDWEST
HARTFORD UNDERWRITERS INSURANCE COMPANY
HDI-GERLING AMERICA INSURANCE COMPANY
HEREFORD INSURANCE COMPANY
HERMITAGE INSURANCE COMPANY
HIGHLANDS INSURANCE COMPANY
HOMELAND INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK

-I-

ILLINOIS NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
IMPERIUM INSURANCE COMPANY
INDEMNITY INS. COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA
INDIANA LUMBERMENS MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
INFINITY ASSURANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
INSURANCE COMPANY OF GREATER N. Y.
INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA
INSURANCE COMPANY OF THE STATE OF PENN.
INSURANCE COMPANY OF THE WEST
INTERSTATE INDEMNITY COMPANY

-L-

LANCER INSURANCE COMPANY
LEADING INSURANCE GROUP INSURANCE CO., LTD.
LIBERTY INSURANCE CORPORATION
LIBERTY INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS INC.
LIBERTY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
LM GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY
LM INSURANCE CORPORATION
LM PERSONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
LM PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY
LUMBERMEN’S UNDERWRITING ALLIANCE

-M-

MAIN STREET AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
MAINE EMPLOYERS’ MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
MAJESTIC INSURANCE COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
MARKEL INSURANCE COMPANY
MARYLAND CASUALTY COMPANY
MASSACHUSETTS BAY INSURANCE COMPANY
MEMIC CASUALTY COMPANY
MEMIC INDEMNITY COMPANY
MERCER INSURANCE COMPANY
MERIDIAN SECURITY INSURANCE COMPANY

memberS aS Of december 31, 2013
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MERCHANTS INS COMPANY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
MERCHANTS MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY 
MERCHANTS PREFERRED INSURANCE COMPANY 
MICHIGAN MILLERS INSURANCE COMPANY
MID CENTURY INSURANCE COMPANY
MIDDLESEX INSURANCE COMPANY
MIDWEST EMPLOYERS CASUALTY COMPANY
MITSUI SUMITOMO INSURANCE CO. OF AMERICA
MOTORIST COMMERICAL MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
MOUNT VERNON FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
MOUNTAIN VALLEY INDEMNITY COMPANY

-N-

NATIONAL AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
NATIONAL CASUALTY COMPANY
NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF HARTFORD
NATIONAL GRANGE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
NATIONAL INTERSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY
NATIONAL LIABILITY & FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
NATIONAL SURETY CORPORATION
NATIONAL UNION FIRE INS. CO. OF PITTS., PA
NATIONWIDE AGRIBUSINESS INSURANCE COMPANY
NATIONWIDE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
NATIONWIDE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
NATIONWIDE PROPERTY & CASUALTY INSURANCE CO.
NETHERLANDS INSURANCE COMPANY
NEW HAMPSHIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
NEW JERSEY MANUFACTURERS INSURANCE CO.
NEW YORK MARINE AND GENERAL INSURANCE CO.
NIPPONKOA INSURANCE COMPANY, LTD
NORGUARD INSURANCE COMPANY
NORTH AMERICAN ELITE INSURANCE COMPANY
NORTH AMERICAN SPECIALTY INSURANCE COMPANY
NORTH POINTE INSURANCE COMPANY
NORTH RIVER INSURANCE COMPANY
NORTHBROOK INDEMNITY COMPANY
NORTHERN ASSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
NORTHERN INSURANCE COMPANY OF NY
NORTHWESTERN NATIONAL CASUALTY COMPANY
NORTHWESTERN NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
NOVA CASUALTY COMPANY

-O-

OAK RIVER INSURANCE COMPANY (KANSAS)
OBI NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
OHIO CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY
OHIO SECURITY INSURANCE COMPANY
OLD REPUBLIC GENERAL INSURANCE CORPORATION
OLD REPUBLIC INSURANCE COMPANY
ONEBEACON AMERICA INSURANCE COMPANY
ONEBEACON INSURANCE COMPANY
ONEBEACON MIDWEST INSURANCE COMPANY
ORISKA INSURANCE COMPANY

-P-

PACIFIC EMPLOYERS INSURANCE COMPANY
PACIFIC INDEMNITY COMPANY
PARAMOUNT INSURANCE COMPANY
PATRIOT GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY
PEERLESS INDEMNITY INSURANCE COMPANY
PEERLESS INSURANCE COMPANY
PENN LUMBERMAN’S MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
PENN MILLERS INSURANCE COMPANY
PENN. MANUFACTURERS ASSN. INSURANCE CO.
PENNSYLVANIA INSURANCE COMPANY
PENNSYLVANIA MANUFACTURERS INDEMNITY CO.
PENNSYLVANIA NATIONAL MUTUAL CASUALTY CO.
PETROLEUM CASUALTY COMPANY
PHARMACISTS MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
PHOENIX INSURANCE COMPANY
PLATTE RIVER INSURANCE COMPANY
PRAETORIAN INSURANCE COMPANY
PREFERRED MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
PREFERRED PROFESSIONAL INSURANCE CO
PRESERVER INSURANCE COMPANY
PROCENTURY INSURANCE COMPANY
PROPERTY & CASUALTY INS. CO. OF HARTFORD
PROTECTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY
PROVIDENCE WASHINGTON INSURANCE COMPANY
PUBLIC SERVICE INSURANCE COMPANY

-Q-

QBE INSURANCE CORPORATION

-R-

RANGER INSURANCE COMPANY
REGENT INSURANCE COMPANY
REPUBLIC-FRANKLIN INSURANCE COMPANY
REPWEST INSURANCE COMPANY
RIVERPORT INSURANCE COMPANY
RLI INSURANCE COMPANY
ROCHDALE INSURANCE COMPANY
ROCKWOOD CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY

-S-

SAFECO INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
SAFETY FIRST INSURANCE COMPANY
SAFETY NATIONAL CASUALTY CORP.
SAMSUNG FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE CO. LTD.
SEABRIGHT INSURANCE COMPANY
SECURITY NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
SELECTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
SELECTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK
SELECTIVE INSURANCE CO. OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SELECTIVE WAY INSURANCE COMPANY
SENECA INSURANCE COMPANY INCORPORATED
SENTINEL INSURANCE COMPANY
SENTRY CASUALTY COMPANY

memberS aS Of december 31, 2013
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SENTRY INSURANCE A MUTUAL COMPANY
SENTRY SELECT INSURANCE COMPANY
SOMPO JAPAN FIRE & MARINE INS. CO. OF AMERICA
SOMPO JAPAN INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
SPARTA INSURANCE COMPANY
ST. PAUL FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY
ST. PAUL GUARDIAN INSURANCE COMPANY
ST. PAUL MERCURY INSURANCE COMPANY
ST. PAUL PROTECTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY
STANDARD FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
STARR INDEMNITY & LIABILITY COMPANY
STAR INSURANCE COMPANY
STARNET INSURANCE COMPANY
STATE AUTO PROPERTY & CASUALTY INSURANCE CO.
STATE AUTOMOBILE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
STATE FARM FIRE & CASUALTY COMPANY
STATE FARM GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY
STATE INSURANCE FUND, THE 
STATE NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY, INC.
STONEWOOD NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
STONINGTON INSURANCE COMPANY
STRATHMORE INSURANCE COMPANY
SUN INSURANCE OFFICE OF AMERICA INC

-T-

T.H.E. INSURANCE COMPANY
TECHNOLOGY INSURANCE COMPANY
TIG INSURANCE COMPANY
TNUS INSURANCE COMPANY
TOKIO MARINE AMERICA INSURANCE COMPANY
TOKIO MARINE & NICHIDO FIRE INSURANCE CO., LTD
TOWER INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK
TOWER NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY
TOYOTA MOTOR INSURANCE COMPANY
TRANS PACIFIC INSURANCE COMPANY
TRANSGUARD INSURANCE CO OF AMERICA INC
TRANSPORTATION INSURANCE COMPANY
TRAVELERS CASUALTY COMPANY 
TRAVELERS CASUALTY & SURETY CO OF AMER
TRAVELERS CASUALTY & SURETY COMPANY
TRAVELERS CASUALTY COMPANY OF CONNECTICUT
TRAVELERS CASUALTY INSURANCE CO. OF AMERICA
TRAVELERS COMMERCIAL INSURANCE COMPANY
TRAVELERS INDEMNITY COMPANY
TRAVELERS INDEMNITY COMPANY OF AMERICA
TRAVELERS INDEMNITY COMPANY OF CONNECTICUT
TRAVELERS PROPERTY CASUALTY CO. OF AMERICA
*TRUCK INSURANCE EXCHANGE
TRUMBULL INSURANCE COMPANY
TWIN CITY FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

-U-

U. S. FIDELITY & GUARANTY INSURANCE COMPANY
U. S. FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
U.S. SPECIALITY INSURANCE COMPANY
UNIGARD INDEMNITY COMPANY
UNIGARD INSURANCE COMPANY
UNIGARD SECURITY INSURANCE COMPANY
UNION INSURANCE COMPANY
UNITED FARM FAMILY INSURANCE COMPANY
UNITED STATE LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPANY
UNITED WISCONSIN INSURANCE COMPANY
UNIVERSAL UNDERWRITERS INSURANCE COMPANY
UTICA MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
UTICA NATIONAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
UTICA NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF OHIO
UTICA NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF TEXAS

-V-

VALLEY FORGE INSURANCE COMPANY
VANLINER INSURANCE COMPANY
VIGILANT INSURANCE COMPANY
VIRGINIA SURETY COMPANY, INC.

-W-

WAUSAU BUSINESS INSURANCE COMPANY
WAUSAU GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY
WAUSAU UNDERWRITERS INSURANCE COMPANY
WESCO INSURANCE COMPANY
WEST AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
WESTCHESTER FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
WESTERN SELECT INSURANCE COMPANY
WESTFIELD INSURANCE COMPANY
WESTPORT INSURANCE CORPORATION
WILLIAMSBURG NATIONAL INSURANCE CO
WORK FIRST CASUALTY COMPANY

-X-

XL INSURANCE AMERICA, INC.
XL SPECIALITY INSURANCE COMPANY

-Z-

ZENITH INSURANCE COMPANY
ZURICH AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
ZURICH AMERICAN INS. COMPANY OF ILLINOIS

*RECIPROCAL
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